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ASNLTTN perfume Eau de Perfume 50mL |
Leathery, Amber, Fragrance for Men and
Women | Sultry Lemon and Irish
Clove/Toile�e Spray
 2 reviews

ASNLTTN

$75.64

ADD TO CART

BLEND: Hayaam is a woody, leathery fragrance inspired by love that makes
you lose yourself. Infatuation embraces your every thought and your eyes
dazzle with brilliance at every glance you share. You are powerless to resist.
Hayaam is a premium unisex fragrance leaning towards males. It is a day
fragrance and can be worn all year round.
EXOTIC: Dazzling citrus notes make your soul dance to the tune of your
heartbeat and the radiance of your scent �lls the room. The heat of clove
from a faraway land adds an exotic spice to your soul as the fervour of your
passion dances in your eyes. As your scent surrounds you with the ancient
woods of the past and the smooth leather notes of the present, you know
that you are lost in this love forever. The warm amber embraces you in its
golden aura and whispers that this is the bliss you have
PERFORMANCE: Very long lasting with a great sillage rating. Olfactory
fatigue, also known as nose-blindness, is the temporary, normal inability to
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distinguish a particular scent after a prolonged exposure to it. It is a
common occurrence , such as this one. When you think that the scent has
faded, ask a trusted friend to con�rm if they still smell it on you. You will
be surprised of their af�rmative response when you actually still can not. 
SAMPLES AVAILABLE: If you would like to try our luxury collection, consider
ordering the EDP Samples Collection
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Quick links

 
Kawathekar

Great perfume, great seller!
This is one of the best traditional Oud perfumes out there, with notes of
saffron and rose it just feels very rich and lasts for a long time. 
I got the package in perfect condition in the mailbox and also got a
handwritten thank you note, which felt really awesome!

K
09/29/2020

 
Whitley

Superb Frangrance.....
This is a man's man fragrance with strong burst of saffron with elements
of rose at the heart , and the base comes on with an sophisticated
Oud/Vanilla sensual vibe. Superb for date night and winter months.

W
09/29/2020
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